Krogerus is a premier business law firm whose practice covers a broad
spectrum of transactional, dispute resolution and regulatory matters. The firm
has a particularly strong focus in the energy, finance, food and beverage,
healthcare, real estate, technology and telecommunications sectors. We are
regularly retained in some of the most challenging and high-profile assignments
in the Finnish market.

Associate Trainee –Summer 2019
Are you interested in joining forces with Finland’s leading law practitioners? We are now looking for
ambitious, resourceful and curious law students to join our associate trainee programme for summer 2019.
The full-time traineeship runs for four months in our Helsinki office starting in May 2019.
What we offer?






A chance to steepen your learning curve by working in a team of outstanding professionals and
seeing how theory taught in law school is applied in action. You'll get valuable insight on the practice
area most interesting to you and assist our lawyers in various client matters by gathering
information, drafting and reviewing documents as well as conducting legal research.
Tools to develop your skills through diverse and varied assignments, tutoring and trainings at
Krogerus Academy. We start the trainee programme with an orientation week, and during the
programme you receive feedback on your professional development.
A four-month ride to experience the bustle of one of the largest law firms in Finland.
A chance to grow your network and to have fun with your peers at social events and activities.

What we expect from our trainee colleagues?




We value preciseness, resilience, solid analytical skills, and an ability to communicate clearly. You
are preferably close to graduation or have completed at least three years of studies.
Our approach is hands-on and practical. We appreciate colleagues who enjoy working in a
collaborative, team-based environment and are committed to helping our clients.
A self-starter mindset with a healthy dose of ambition, motivation and courage to develop yourself as
a professional.

What next?
Get to know us as a company and the practice areas we specialise in, and check out our tips for applying.
Submit your application, CV, and a transcript of records at https://emp.jobylon.com/jobs/31464/ by 23
December. We encourage you to tell us what drives you and why you would like to work in that specific
practice area.
We will review all applications and invite approximately 25 applicants to join our Trainee Recruitment Day
held in January 2019. Recruitment decisions are made right after the Recruitment Day.
If you have further questions, please contact our Talent Specialist Saara Keränen, tel. +358 40 5139583, email: saara.keranen@krogerus.com.

